LPPH has been proposed to solve the satisfiability problem (SAT). In order to solve the SAT more efficiently, a parallel execution has been proposed. Experimental results show that higher speedup ratio is obtained by using this parallel execution of the LPPH. In this paper, we propose a method of mixed parallel execution of several algorithms for the SAT. "Mixed" means the parallel execution of the LPPH and local search algorithms. In the experiments, we used the LPPH with attenuation coefficient generating function and the GSAT. Results of experiments show mixing these two algorithms yield excellent performance.
INTRODUCTION
We have proposed a parallel execution of the LPPH^'^'^, and experimental results show that higher speedup ratio is obtained by using this parallel execution of the LPPH. In this paper, we propose a mixed parallel execution of the LPPH and local search algorithms. We did experiments in which the LPPH with attenuation coefficient generating function"^ and the GSAT^ are used. Results of the experiments show the mixed parallel execution can be more efficient than the parallel execution of the LPPH only or the parallel execution of the GSAT only for many problems.
PARALLEL EXECUTION OF LPPH
We have proposed a parallel execution of the LPPH: (1) Prepare plural neural networks of the LPPH. (2) Start the LPPHs simultaneously from different initial points from each other. (3) When.any of the LPPHs finds a solution, halt all LPPHs and return the solution. It is very easy to realize this parallel execution of the LPPH by hardware. Only we have to do is preparing plural neural networks. The total system is very simple and executable at high-speed.
Suppose that a parallel execution of p LPPHs is done. Let tj be the execution time of /th LPPH for finding a solution. Then, Tp -min|/^. 11 < y < /? j is the execution time of the parallel execution. We will call Tpdin&pTp, "execution time" and "total execution time", respectively. Sometimes we will use "number of updates" instead of "execution time", because these are proportional when the problem is fixed. The result of experiment is shown in Fig.l . The horizontal axis indicates the number of LPPHs, and the vertical axis indicates the speedup ratio, namely E{Tp) / E{T^) , where E means the average. In this experiment, parallel execution of p (p=l, 2, ... , 50) neural networks of LPPH is used. Randomly generated 3-SAT problems are used in this experiments. They are exp-r300 (300 variables and 1275 clauses), exp-r200 (200 variables and 860 clauses), exp-rlOO (100 variables and 430 clauses), and exp-r50 (50 variables and 215 clauses). From Fig.l , it is shown that higher speedup ratio is obtained. This is remarkable for large and difficult problems, e.g. exp-r300.
MIXED PARALLEL EXECUTION OF LPPH AND GSAT
The local search algorithms find solutions from randomly selected initial points. Therefore they can be used in our parallel execution. In this paper, we propose a mixed parallel execution of local search algorithms and the LPPH as follows:
(1) Prepare plural solvers of the SAT, such as the LPPH and local search algorithms. These solvers may be neural networks, electronic circuits or software processes executed on computers.
(2) Start the solvers simultaneously from different initial points.
(3) When any of the solvers finds a solution, halt all solvers and return the solution.
The mixed parallel execution also has the same advantage with the parallel execution of the LPPH, and also do not need any communication overhead. 
EXPERIMENT
We did experiments which use the LPPH with attenuation coefficient generating function and the GSAT for the mixed parallel execution. Results of experiments are shown in Figure 2 and Figure 3 . Figure 2 and Figure 3 are the results of a random 3-SAT of 200 variables and 860 clauses, and a 20-Queen problem, respectively. In these graphs, horizontal axes indicate the number of solvers and vertical axes indicate the average of the total CPU times of 200 trials. In these graphs, 3 types of parallel execution are compared. In the first type, all solvers are the LPPH with attenuation coefficient generating function. We call this type PALPPH-In the second type, all solvers are GSAT (PAQSAT)« In the third type, they are mixed into halves (PAmixed). For many problems we have results similar to Figure2 and Figure  3 . From these results, we can say PALPPH is more efficient than PAQSAT, ifp is small, and PAmixed is at least as efficient as the better one of PAQSAT and PALPPH-Furthermore, it is not so rare, to our surprise, that PAmixed becomes more efficient than PAGSAT and PALPPH as shown in Figure 3 . 
CONCLUSION
It is easy for the LPPH to achieve a parallel processing when neurons are implemented individually by electronic circuits or on different computers (neuron-level parallel processing). Many researches of neuron-level parallel processing had been done. In this case several kinds of communication overheads are needed, such as space overhead or time overhead. We have proposed a parallel execution of the LPPH (we call this a network-level parallel processing). This method achieves the high speedup ratio and low communication overhead. In this paper, we extend this to the mixed parallel execution of the LPPH and the GSAT. The experimental results show that for many problems the mixed parallel execution is at least as efficient as the better one of the two non-mixed parallel executions. Furthermore, for some problems, the mixed parallel execution becomes more efficient than non-mixed parallel executions. The future work for us, is to study about the reason of the efficiency of mixed parallel execution.
